42 Trip '91
Commander (cheek or home)
Frank Winns 1-800-937-7355 or
Lee S. (212) 702-3809 & 900

The Forum, 2500 N. Rosemont Blvd
Julia Flannery 857/3
(602) W - 325-4800
H - 326-7657

Maureen Brown
Oat Locador 857-9595

Tempe Super 8
967-8891 ex 224

Riaug's castle, Tempe
Bruce's Lock Shop
Sam Y. V on my club
Due to ele Doonies
- date 7 clubs

Lit., 164 Apache 654-2665
Sun 179 N Washi'* - 5454

spiky mittens

4 Mar '45 7 8 9 10
Sun 15 Wed Thn Sat
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18

tried 7 being portable
back
now
W'pin 1st discord gold, then dudes
35.8

Moments and forces analysis

\[ \text{Moments:} \quad M_{1} + M_{2} = \text{constant} \]

\[ \text{Forces:} \quad F_{1} + F_{2} = \text{constant} \]

Energy equation:

\[ \text{Energy} = \text{Input} - \text{Output} \]

Check points and balance equations.
Squaw Flat, Prescott
- archives
- research files, photos

- beautiful 14k pen

golden tongs of curved mother of pearl metal
- quail egg's

... shall we on long haul.
... a mick (Michael's)
... wet & light
... N. of Prescott
... wrapping paper
... (Corinna)
Charles 23 Lemongrass
Kachina 522 E 54
Allston Manor
1388 W. Grant
$928

City Tec Manor
182 N. Allston
Q/K $65

Scrce'ne Inn
333 W. Drexelman
$45

Lexington Hotel Suites
7411 N. Oracle
Q$75 K$85
feel, desert temp changing
degress y degree @ evening
(chance of rain?)

Phoenix City Lab 262-4634
12 E McDowell
262-6451
(9-9 M-W)

fire 6/5 2639

Jerome pottery:
Churches - Crow cave
25 m i. n. of Jerome
editor
agent
Brown
Walker
Bennett
Seymore

lightning trees
shadow-bowls

Valle Valley:
traffic - roads too small
inversion (smoke)
Blue Cross
E641-4115

mosta culpa

Phoenix Air Museum?

26-2-30... Mansepa City
in/lo g - Hung Athh

Rendezvous PA
(Maurice Bolman
Amphitheater -
- Honey suckle hedge
AZ oak tree
Gordon Ballinger
962-9379
Feb. 3, '71
Mary St. Picnic
Maurice
Bateman 964-5096
1018 W. 10 P.E.,
Mesa

Lester Dayton
Herman Frank

267-8822 Harley
602

267-8822
Terminal 3
5/6 City - fleet launch
- plane push back

Ly Club 120 S. Last Ave
442-2380 Deb Schleginger

618 Helena Ave
3075 N. Montana
MHS Lib 444-2651
Daisy Y Manella 442-0306
922 Choteau

July 12 - Don & Mauren wedding
@ Helena cathedral

Grant Rd Lumber
2523 E. Grant

oh-ko-TEE-oh
more KEET
The American West in Fiction
ed. Jon Teruka
Bueno & Lacote, 1982

Peter Koch:

William Gass, "The
Turn of the Line" (Fellers)
- aka "extraordinary
dream object"

oh-ko-TEE-oh
mess-KIEFT
autoplane port
poster
lt plant
bally smoth

wed.
light plant - hammering
MT-AZ compendium
wartime PHX 4Z

Valentine for Anna
start paper delivery
573-4511
Reginald J. C. Martin

573-4132

S. Park + Harviston

570 d'ton traffic

original term. W

3 - 1/2 blocks to S. Park

term. R - block on

new corner 5th &

d'ton - 4:30

we like: nursery 0 and

comfort and toddler

bything each other.
To do:

Ann Nelson: $300 deposit
postcards
MT thanks
dairy

UA, Fri:
pre-copy AE synopses for Susan
(sand Susan synop of Starpiece)
Al Getting
Tel 3 = 2977
Desert runoff
saguaro seeds

Mary K. Dollanger
Saguaro Mint

Ranchito Victorias
m. of Tucson
325 Bee - Tom Miller
432-3213

Ball - mo

Kislove 722-5751
PO Box 5275
Tucson AZ 85703
743-9356
5.14 on cd

UA library:
addresses for mlba phone #
Ph x papers
Ross Calvin, Sky Determine
review mlba

Welda Hamilton, Anchorage
Lib. 1ndn (907) 248-4795

Symph 882-8585
Ham Caris: father of Duriana ', 721-8572?

Barbara Kynoluen 743-9356

Tom Miller 852-9636

Cafe Terra Cotta -7
St. Philip 1 Lay
Campbell & 17 Live Ro
been right to 18
synonymous
dead, sacrament
feuenteine

hieroglyphs

taproot

B/2 981-6351

Empires in Sun-
Wells & Galllery


- Chi paper - Carolyn Green
  story 1322-0421
- Chichua pics:
  23-4, 6 5 e. to NHap
- before 23-4, serv'd pics
  from Massai P + chef
  w. towel Corbain Stghof

Dianne Dougall,
Chichua Ranger
permanently fat w/ rain
grandpa's Rockies
joshua - didn't wanna wait all
except we did -/

cape T Cappa
577-8100
Wed. after 6th morn: choose desert-life details to work with, study in W. bring scene: birds, cactus... SW in light
Andi sp brush for home

4280/4.69

p.c. #37 - Contemporary House
Pic #31 - Call me my name Sago E.

Journal of the SUD
1948
F 806 /N 69

1985

Forbush
1585
1452
XL 52

Want to run as "Left " because of

Panasonic KXT-1920
answering machine
full-size cassette
Panasonic 2435 - 199.99
Bob 2470
Panasonic Speaker
KXT 2365 1/7/22

It is not amiss to say “parent”
Barry Hargrave:
Study of St. Mary Bridge & Bridge

Ted Peterson - UA anthem

haggard

85 - 5/40 - 1985

wires of chains
re-member
archive of Hell
archaeologies
corona and ron (pol)
settable

My parents then
have seen A P c his
dignity down...

A Y. Terror unumped
lemon tree ever...

... by denn cabin
have into our eek
delux runabout... to prevent - wanted traction
pulled throttle out some burned out
object of

(Handwritten and unclear)
HE was?

pitch of (concentration)

precipic

had come through

porthy

bruised inside (lungs)

spokes of sun
It is wiser, football was nearly mine, Wally to divide the boys.

gallant

go, James lick Anna a leg

'smack of life

second wind

disposition
spectral

Swimming chart

Buy a year 7 events

Vanny

flagrant

What accrues...

Betterments. Red blog
Can b. family... wally
flagman, redeg be outline

Dad: natchell career
Maureen:
NY 2 days? w NYC
Boston: Muse @ Globe
-New Haven?

DC: Lib of Cong?
Smith'm?
Chopin?
Stairfield
Bands May — smoke — 
Alice & Chain —
"prepare to record"
"be aware, come —
let them thru — don’t
bump them —
"Speed from rec’g
+ much strings esplass
— forget "5 min"
— what else been...
— still photos (woman)
claims scotches (silent
movie being shown)
45th Ave 1853
8300 NE 24th St
24th St
6 days pacemaker insertion
24th St
December 1979
6th floor
2nd floor
6" x 3" room
(nurses) possiblyMeta-
tester) 2000+ translations
(nurses) Jan 4 0000
tired of the routine of
Radio Trash Can Soup
Died: Band & Audio
Can't tell if it's all coming
from below or
somewhere else in the house.
guys who can afford not to have ambition

**stated**
- He declared, "It's easy to make a preacher\(^*\)."

- It's cold.

- Common sense.

- Can make a certain address.

- Most distant octave.

- Wally, is this your dad's confirmation?

- Anyone\(^*\) of any\(^*\) age can stand property.
Reading on hand

a few ones

Can you

see it

I can't

see it

C-N

Now -

Start -

Write me

out a test...

A

Communication

Good at ear
W'manni - lamps - & truck
Tina's - lunch - windshield poke?

UDist:
UBR Store - April
- canvas paper
- ty d ribbon
- toothbrush Butter - B11
  3 - row
  relv Ky
  C - 4 - rows

To Linda - College Army

Edwell name I that
her winter was
... that us known in it...
gargantuan
cloak of earth
Ziesmer: Hunter; Annie

t don't fuck up

Two is a lot I've chased
over my children for all
my life

... raised poor, cleaned @...

very hot

prodigious

tremble

can wreck

1:58 - life more real

tempo

set of revisions

cast
spit bath

3rd day

3rd day

3rd day
332.6 S285
Corps - Ua Sa - Dn

Aluminum Co of Am
1501 Alcoa Bldg
Pittsburgh 15219
(412) 553-4545

Darrell R. Whittlow
Sa U-P, Empl Rel

Ford Motor Co.
Amon Rd
Dearborn 48121
(313) 322-3000

J. Craig Haxman
V-P, Emp Relations
U-P, Stengay, Ford Serv.
Las J. Wagner
TV?
turn head
desk & light
changing holds Y criss?
how proceed?
Phoenix piñon
AZ Hu'el Foundation
-ASU campus, Hayden Lib
961-8331

Tom Miller
P.O.B 50842
Umc 85703
Jan. 31
AZ Hi'd Sod 10-12
deepa on motel 623-6666
lunch on campus
Cooper's sale 3601 E. B'way
Haunted B'A store
hike? - Saguaro
Tucson Hilton pk?
motel
supper: El Cheno?
call Schwindens 7/10 Bender
Co lug baggage 7/10
call on see Bert Bender
0 lug suitcase

Feb. 7-10, Helena
Feb. 17, 2-4 Haunted sign
Feb. 18-22, write

Sun = Feb. 10

EV baggage!

Drum Hadley
323-6064
- before Wed.

March 12, fly home
$50 clip
125

Lynn
Nina
Eric
Nancy
Gail

Haunted

7211 N. Northern Ave
(Area 8 Oracle intersection)

He g

Call Ann - times varies,
1601 30
2nd Ave.

84842 for escort
AZ His Sec Lib

M-F 10-4
Sat. 10-1

GK X 345